The Pennsylvania State University
HUB-Robeson Addition and Renovation
University Park, PA
Work In Progress

- Excavate Food Service Cooler in Crawlspace
- Anchor Column Plates in Bookstore for Mezzanine Steel
- Demolition in Courtyard
- Demolition of Bookstore Lobby Curtainwall
- Demolition in 1st Floor Meeting Rooms
- Form and Place Rebar in Courtyard and Crawlspace
- Relocate Mechanical, Electrical, and Plumbing lines in Ceramic Studio Hallway
- Excavate Foundation in Bookstore Basement
- Excavate Elevator Pit in Bookstore Basement
- Unload & Shake Out Steel for Bookstore Mezzanine
Top of Parking Deck View
HUB Parking Deck View
Loading Dock View
Courtyard Façade Demolition
Bookstore Ceiling and Wall Demolition from the Courtyard
Ceramic Studio Hallway Excavation for Electrical Feeder Relocation
Steel Plates on Bookstore Columns for Bookstore Mezzanine Steel
Excavation in the Basement Crawlspace for Food Service Coolers
Demolition in Meeting Rooms on Level 1
Planned Work

- Demolition in Courtyard at Ground Level Entrance
- Demolition in 1st Floor Meeting Rooms
- Build Temporary Walls at Pre Function Lounge for Meeting Room Overbuild
- Form and Reinforce Shear Wall Piers in Basement and Food Service Area
- Form and Reinforce Concrete Piers in Bookstore
- Pour Concrete Foundation in Courtyard
- Relocate Mechanical, Electrical, and Plumbing lines in Ceramic Studio Hallway
- Excavate Food Service Coolers in Crawlspace
- Excavate Foundation in Bookstore Basement
- Erect Steel for Bookstore Mezzanine
- Grange Parking Lot Work